Golden Couple Tarnished: Jared and Ivanka
expected to receive a less-than-warm welcome
Sins of the Father
It appears that the 2020 presidential election has come to a relieving public posturing end — except for
Donald Trump’s diseased mind — as even supporters of the barking mad Donald (save for the eternally
inebriated Rudy “Nosferatu” Giuliani and his greedy lawyer cohorts) are finally tired of arguing that the
reptile has a chance of winning in the courts, and it is time to press a pillow down on the fat blowhard’s
face as he sleeps.
P&J cannot get enough of Walking Eagle’s self-inflicted spin in the wind as he frantically dances on air,
but we took special joy in Gina Bellafante’s delightful “Big City” column in the New York Times of
November 22.
While we may be tired of flogging the dead horse that is Trump the Magnificent, Bellafante focuses on
his famous child and marital in-law, and really couldn’t do all of that pond scum justice in her limited
space.
Citing a CNN headline, “Big City” begins: “Jared and Ivanka are poised to return to a Manhattan social
scene that no longer welcomes them.” Ah, good riddance to bad rubbish.
For those of our readers who have recently been released from prison and are trying to catch up, Ivanka
is The Donald’s daughter by some marriage, known for turning out tasteless crap “fashion” clothing
made in Chinese sweatshops, and worn by no one not in an institution (although they could make handy
hospital scrubs for many).
Her hubby, the unspeakable Jared, is, like his father-in-law, the son of a wealthy, crooked Big Apple
developer who was also born on third base and thought he hit a triple. Such is his kowtowing to his own
Daddy (who has actually done jail time for his lack of ethics) that evidently, when he said that if Jared
married a shiksa, he would forfeit his ill-gotten inheritance, Jared forced Ivanka to convert to Judaism,
which must make Jews worldwide quite proud.
That they were “advisors” to The Donald while he has been in office (quite a scam, eh?) has had the
Founding Fathers spinning in their graves. Meanwhile, Ivanka was her father’s prop master, while Jared
was charged with bringing peace to the Middle East and procuring PPE for frontliners when the
COVID-19 pandemic hit. How’d those work out, big guy?
To cut to the chase, the members of New York’s cultural high society that Bellafante interviewed
suggested rather bluntly that Jared and Ivanka would be welcomed nowhere, from fashion events to art
galleries to the opera to coop boards of luxury apartments, being walking kisses of death within that
sphere to even those who did concealed business with them.
The Kushner/Trumps needn’t go apartment hunting, since they will doubtless hole up in Trump Tower in
midtown. But if this becomes an extended stay, look for the Trump home base to become an urban
version of “Grey Gardens.”

Being ostracized couldn’t happen to a better couple. And Daddy will no doubt beat feet to his Mar-aLago retreat in Palm Beach, home of greed merchants and exotic Eurotrash. So Phillipe and Jorge can
only offer this sage and caring advice to any and all members of the Trump tribe: the elephants’
graveyard is two blocks down on the left, in the alley right after the Dunkin’ Donuts.

Kudos and Congrats
…to all those Vo Dilunduhs helping to feed others. Especially to Dana Heng and the other folks behind
the “Refri PVD” community refrigerator project, a refrigerator located on 705 Westminster Street,
outside of the New Urban Arts building and to Tameka Eastman-Coburn and others involved in another
grassroots food pantry at 335 Wickenden Street at the Small Format cafe and art gallery on the East
Side of the capital city.
Many thanks to Jenna Pelletier of The ProJo whose article on food insecurity provided us with many of
these details.

Passages
Retired Vo Dilun jury commissioner, Henry G. Vivier, Jr., who served in that position for many years,
passed away on November 22. Jorge remembers meeting Henry when he was on jury duty in the 1990s
and instantly liking him. So long to Henry, a fine public servant.
Another fine public servant, David Dinkins, the first (and, so far, only) African-American mayor of New
York City, passed away on Monday, November 23. Dinkins served as mayor from 1990 to 1993 but prior
to that had received a Congressional gold medal for his service in the US Marine Corps, and he was also
a cum laude graduate of Howard University.
And on the international stage, vaya con Dios to Argentine soccer legend Diego Maradona, who died at
age 60. Known in his post-playing years for some questionable behavior and unquestionable addiction to
cocaine, Maradona was nonetheless rightfully deemed one of the greatest players in the sport’s history.
Although in typical overreaction upon his demise he was quickly dubbed the GOAT (Greatest Of All
Time), he is undoubtedly in the discussion for that title along with Alfredo DiStefano, Pele, Johan Cruyff
and possibly two current players: Lionel Messi and Cristiano Ronaldo. (Note: Phillipe is a former highlevel player of “the beautiful game,” and covered it as a reporter for decades, so his assessment carries
a bit of weight.) The “Hand of God” will now move on.

